For God, souls of TSkifton, Sr. Monica Muskat, & DAMarcou; & lives/souls of ancestors, offspring, family, friends, subjects, providers, publishers, clerics, medics, archivists.

"Most[don't look] for photographs as we walk around. But my motivation as a photographer & an artist is… to see the things that other people don’t."—LeRoy Henderson.

A child is not a thought; it is flesh-and-blood.”—*Poldark*.

"If I become famous, I become famous."—Raul wearing #6, 6-17-18.

"If I were going to do a book like JFK’s Profiles in Courage, I’d include a chapter on Fr. Patrick Augustine…he’s a remarkable guy—one of God’s holy terrors.”—Chief US Ep.Bp. Michael Curry, who gave sermon at Prince Harry & Meghan Markle’s Wedding, & also blessed Augustine Fellowship Cntr recently.

"Be happy in the moment, that’s enough; each moment is all we need, not more”—St. Mother Teresa.

"Make ’em believe!”—AHS/UW-Madison BB Alum Bronson Koenig now hoping to play for an NBA team.

With all he’s authored so far, including helping conceive a truly great son; plus his 155 published books; more than 1,250 published shorter writings; 15 plays; many hundreds of poems; & hundreds of thousands of photos he’s taken, DvJM is Wisconsin’s all-time most prolific author.
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HAPPY IN THE MOMENT

A KEY GRADUATION, BADGERS,

BP. CURRY, RAUL, ETC.

Photos by Author David Joseph Marcou (DvJM)
BLACK & WHITE PHOTO CAPTIONS

PicsbyDvJM(thosnotSKiedrowski-takenempecfMissWI’18TiannaVanderhei filmgDvJM’s100thbook-signing 12.1915PearlStBks-or-TonySkifton card-or- -or-Marcou9byMattMarcou; DvJM/ DanSbyMaryKMTemp), incl. MissWI’18 TiannaVanderhei(WXOW) filming DvJM signing his 100th book, Pearl St. Bks, 12-19-15 (Pic by Steve Kiedrowski). MarkPerpich in white/WXOWRogerStaffaroni; DannySkifton; Dustin/Robyn SkFamily;MelanieS; Chris&Austin by tree; Tim Carroll greets; DanS&UncleDennisM; (L-R) KellS, Kensley, Jameson (L-R) RollyS, RockyS, & DanM; Kelsey&Madle, Fayze’y; Hayward&T&Finetemnum, Coach Ben Dieters&Teri Gedart; (L-R) Kottomer, JMedinger, RAGrant, Kliuku, Janice Johnson; Peggi & friend; Peter Grandeman & Linda Flaherty walking; Toua & Cho; CPF; Ellie & friend CPF; Cami&nieceEllie; 5 pics from CE events, 6-23-18 incl.Bp.MichaelCurry; FrPatAugustine (brother Fr. Pete A. incl.); Chriis&crutches, DavidAPigeon; DougConnell vol; (L-R) ClaudiaBell, KathyCutter, ReneeBonin (host-visitors); LPL Dir. KellyKrieg-Sigman, LCHS Chaplains, LPLArchivist AnitaTDoering, 6-6-18; JackReinsvold reads; Jack Bromiley browses; Margaret Munson, 6-7-18; Jenny, new archivist, 6-7-18; Kay elder; Courtney park 6-11-18; Former DvJM student/singerTomWalter, 61518; Larry&car; (L-R) by Big Indian Paige, Kassidy, Penny, & Wally, 61418; Khous&Damali, CPF; MarkPerpichwhitesht; WXOWRogerStaffaroni; Fayze’s Kelsey&Maddie; Hayward&T&StateTeam incl. Coaches Ben Dieters & Teri Gedart; LunchClub (L-R) JoeKottomer, JohnMedinger, RogerAGrant, & Kerry Hruska, DvJM; PeterGrandeman & LindaFlaherty walking; Toua&Cho vendors; Ellen, vendor&dog; Cami w/lil niece Ellie; By.MichaelCurry, FrPetraAugustine & hisbrother FrPatAugustine; Julie Markos; Chris&crutch; DavidAPigeon; DougConnell archivist; L-R: Maine archivists Claudia Bell, Kathy Cutter, Renee Bonin, LPL Dir. Kelly Krieg-Sigman, LCHS Chaplains, LPLArchivist AnitaTDoering; JackReinsvold reading; JackBromiley browsing books; Margaret Munson; Jenny, new LPLArchivist; elder Kay; Courtney, RvrsPark; Former DvJM student/singerTomWalter; Larry&car; L-R AZimmerhakl’s Indian Paige, Kassidy, Penny, Wally, 61418; Derek reads; Raul, 61718; 4 pics at CE 6-23-18; Tony’s card; Marcus 9(L-R) DvJM, DianeMSkifton, Debm, LynaM, DanM, MaryKMTemp, TomM, RoseCMM, & DavidAM (by Matt Marcou, MemDay’97); Lil DannyS heldbyGreatAunt Sr.MonicaMuskat w/ RoseM, Sr’s sister; DvJM & nephewDavidGrad, 52618(by MaryKMTemp); Wettsteins’ wnds June’18.
In Loving Memory

Tony Skifton
1/5/1978 – 10/10/1997

You are forever in our hearts.
We love and miss you so much!

Your, Family
COLOR PHOTO CAPTIONS

MitchellRedcloudPk 52718party; Grdn 52618:SandraPerpichspeaker; DanS&diploma(by DianeMS); Rockyatback viewsonDanS®; Diane photographs DvJM, pic by DvJM; DianeMS hugsDan; GranRoseMhugs DanS; (L-R) RockyS,DianeMS, DanS,&RoseM; Rocky&DianePictureparty; (L-R) Lynn’s son TylerSattler, Dave Lawrence&partner Lynnm; Betty&A1 Tauchen(Flagshirt); group portrait in-process; Uncle DenM chats w/DannyS by door; DanS Listens to GrandmaR’s advice; DenM chats w/WarrenCall(L),partnerMKM; Julie Marks aids Bp. JA; Adams; (L-R) UndR priest, FrPatAugustine, BpMCurry, BpJayLambert; USEpPrelateBp.MCurry beaming; Travelingman&gear; PackerFan-Neighbor Pete on a mission; Kevin (DvJM’s computer-man) w/ KJB’sdaughter Naomi Blum.